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WATER AND FIRE RESISTING FIBER-BOARD AND PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE. 

Lesoaoo. 
No Drawing. Application ?led April 27, 1916, Serial No. 94,061. Renewed December t3, 1917. Serial No. 205,238. 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, ALBERT L. CLAPP, a 

citizen of the United States, and resident of 
l\larblehead. in the county of Essex and 
State of Massachusetts, have invented an 
Improvement in lVater and Fire Resisting 
Fiber-Board and Processes of Manufacture, 
of which the following description, in con 
nection with the accompanying drawings, is 
a speci?cation, like letters on the drawings 
representing like parts. 
The object of my present invention is to 

produce ?ber-board which will be both ?re 
and water resisting by a novel process of 
preparing the stock for manufacture into 
such ?berboard. A further object is to use 
materials which will be economical, capable 
of easily being treated, mixed and handled 
and a process which may be carried out eco 
nomically in a beater engine when the stock 
is being mixed and rendered into pulp with 
out separate treatments, tov render the re 
sulting product both waterproof and ?re 
resisting. In carrying out my improved 
.process of manufacture I have discovered 
that the preparation of a suitable sizing 
compound from vegetable material such as 
tree bark, tanbark waste, peat moss, waste 
?ax straw, salt-marsh hay. corn stocks, saw 
dust. sea-weed and all like materials which 
are partially soluble in caustic soda, caustic 
potash, or their equivalents, when mixed 
with the ?brous stock in the beater engine 
and precipitated by any suitable agent such 
as alum. aluminium surfate. or other me 
tallic salts. results in both waterproo?ng and 
substantially ?reproo?ng the ?nished ?ber 
board made from such pulp. To make this 
sizing compound from tree barks, such as 
hemlock, oak, elm and the like, as well as 
from peat moss, hay, straw, corn stock, saw 
dust. sea-weed and the like, I ?rst boil the 
bark in a solution of caustic soda, cooking a 
considerable quantity,‘ say from 300 to 500 
lbs., in a suitable vessel or tank. The so 
lution of caustic soda must be su?iciently 
strong to readily act upon the bark, and I 
have found that 300 gallons of a 2% solution 
will be suitable for 300 to 500 lbs. of bark. 
When the bark is properly cooked, a very 
large percentage is rendered soluble, being 
from 80 to 50% of the total amount of bark 
used. This entire mixture. of dissolved and 
undissolved bark material may be dumped 
into the beater engine Where the charge 

Speci?cation of Letters Patent. Patented Oct. ill, 1918. 

of ?brous cellulose such as wood pulp, jute, 
hemp rags, old papers, leather scraps or 
the like stock for the ?nished board is 
belng prepared (usually about 1,000 lbs.)v 
for a charge, and the bark mixture is’ 
thoroughly mixed with the beater charge, 
sufficient water being used in the beater 
to aid in rendering the same into suit 
able pulp. I then add, in the beater, a suffi 
cient amount of alum, aluminum sulfate, or 
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metallic salts, to cause the soluble compound . 
to be precipitated upon and among the ?ber 
of the pulp, using approximately from 50 
to 75 lbs. of such precipitant for a beater 
charge. The soluble matter thus precipi 
tated acts as a sizing as well as waterproof 
ing and substantially ?reproo?ng the'pulp 
and resulting ?berboard made therefrom, the 
undissolved matter further aiding in the 
?reproo?ng of the material. The entire 
stock and pulp in the beater engine is then 
beaten out to the desired degree of ?neness 
and subsequently run on a Wet machine, 
cylinder machine, or formed into sheets by 
pressure, rolls, or any other suitable man~ 
ner, which sheets are dried and ,calendered. 

It will be understood that I may thus 
size, waterproof and ?reproof any sort of 
pulp, Wood, jute, rags, paper, leather, etc., 
or any.combination of these various stocks. 
since my process is equally applicable and 
bene?cial to all such mixtures. An impor 
tant feature of the process is the simultane~ 
ously sizing. waterproo?ng and ?rcproo?ng 
of‘ an entire beater charge by such inexpen 
sive materials as the dissolved and partially 
dissolved con'i'pounds from bark, peat moss, 
hay. cornstock. sawdust. sea-weed and the 
like. and I am enabled to employ a relatively 
large proportion of such sizing compound 
and still the resulting ?berboard will be 
tough, pliable and of ?rst-class commercial 
grade. The employment of animal sizing, 
in large quantities,‘ on the contrary, or rosin, 
would cause the ?nished board to be too 
hard, and such animal sizing fail entirely 
in the ?reproo?ng feature which is so in1~ 
portant a characteristic of my process. 
A further important and advantageous 

feature of my improved process is that by 
varying the proportions of the sizing com 
pound and the ?ber stock a very large range 
in variety of resulting ?berboards, for dif 
ferent purposes, can be manufactured. In 
fact, the capability of the sizing compound 
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which it have discovered by utilizing bark, 
moss, sea-weed, hay, cornstock, sawdust, and 
the like, to mix uniformly throughout the 
?brous stock of the charge in the beater, 
each apparently having an affinity for the 
other and rendering a homegeneous product, 
constitutes a remarkable feature of my dis 
covery. I have found that by using a rela— 
tively larger proportion of the sizing com— 
pound than that suggested above, an excel 
lent building board can be made, which is 
both waterproof, windproof, vermin-proof 
and ?re-resisting. ‘With other suitable pro 
portions a product suitable for counter 
boards can be made, and by the use of con 
siderable leather stock scrap, a very good 
and desirable waterproof ?berboard suitable 
for the manufacture of boot ~and shoe heels 
can be made. Other possibilities in the va 
riation of the proportions for particular 
work desired, will readily occur to those 
skilled in this art, by varying the propor— 
tions of the sizing compound, and the stock 
used. Thus in the case of using peat as a 
sizing, I have found that a much larger 
proportion of the material is dissolved out, 
being from 60 per cent. to 70 per cent. of 
the peat employed and with this peat sizing 
compound added to the beater charge, the 
resulting product may be advantageously 
employed in the manufacture of various 
kinds and grades of building boards. I also 
?nd that the use of peat is specially advan 
tageous in the ?re-resisting characteristics of 
the resultingr product. It will also be under 
stood that I may combine with any of the 
foregoing mixtures a small amount of rosin 
or animal size in order to produce a harder 
surfaced board where the same desirable. 
For the sake of simplicity the expression 

“vegetable material” will be used in a com 
prehensive sense in the claims, it being 
understood that said expression “vegetable 
material” is intended to include any of the 
materials specified in the speci?cation tor 
use in preparing the vegetable sizing, such 
as the barks of trees, tan bark waste, peat 
moss, peat, waste ?ax straw, salt-marsh hay, 
corn stocks, sawdust, seaweed, or similar 
materials, or a mixture of any of them. 
My invention is further described and de 

?ned in the form of claims as follows: 
1. That process of making a ?re and water 

resisting ?berboard, which is characterized 
by treating vegetable material with a solu 
tion of caustic alkali so as partially to dis 
solve said material ; mixing the solution and 
residue thus obtained with fibrous cellulose 
in water; treating the mixture thus obtained 
to reduce the ?brous cellulose and other 
solid matter therein to a ?nely divided state; 
forming the stock thus obtained into sheets; 
drying said sheets; and adding a metallic 
salt to the mixture at some time previous 
to forming the stock into sheets, to precipi 
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tate the vegetable material dissolved in the 
caustic alkali solution throughout the mix 
ture to render the ?berboard obtained ?re 
and Water resisting. I 

2. That process of making a ?re and 
Water resisting ?berboard, whlch is charac 
terized by treating vegetable material with 
a solution of caustic soda so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cellu 
lose in water; treating the mixture thus ob 
tained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; forming the stock thus obtained into 
sheets; drying said sheets; and adding a me 
tallic salt to the mixture at some time pre 
vious to forming the stock into sheets, to 
precipitate the vegetable material dissolved 
in the caustic soda solution throughout the 
mixture to render the ?berboard obtained 
?re and water resisting. 

3. That process of making a ?re and 
water resisting ?berboard. which is charac 
terized by treating vegetable material with 
a solution of caustic alkali so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel 
lulose in water; treating the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; forming the stock into sheets; drying 
said sheets; and adding a metallic salt to 
the mixture at some time previous to form 
ing the stock into sheets, to precipitate the 
vegetable material dissolved in the caustic 
alkali solution, said precipitate and the 
undissolved vegetable material being dis 
tributed throughout the mixture and ren 
dering the ?berboard ?re and water re 
sisting. 

4. That process of making a ?re and 
water resisting ?berboard, which is charac 
terized by treating vegetable material with 
a solution of caustic alkali so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cellu 
lose in water; treating the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely di 
vided state; forming the stock thus obtained 
into sheets; drying said sheets; and adding 
aluminum sulfate to the mixture at some 
time previous to forming the stock into 
sheets, to precipitate the vegetable material 
dissolved in the caustic alkali solution 
throughout the mixture to render the ?ber 
board obtained ?re and water resisting. 

5. That process of making a ?re and water 
resisting ?berboard, which is characterized 
by treating vegetable material with a solu 
tion of caustic alkali so as partially to dis 
solve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel 
lulose in water; treating the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
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other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; forming the stock into sheets; drying 
said sheets; and adding aluminum sulfate 
to the mixture at some time previous to 
forming the stock into sheets, to precipitate 
the vegetable material dissolved in the caus 
tic alkali solution, said precipitate and the 
undissolved vegetable material being distrib~ 
uted throughout the mixture and rendering 
the ?berboard ?re and water resisting. 

6. That process of making a ?re and water 
resisting stock for ?berboard, which is char~ 
acterized by treating vegetable material with 
a solution of caustic alkali so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel' 
lulose in. water; treating the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; and adding a metallic salt to the mix 
ture at some time during the process to pre 
cipitate the vegetable material dissolved in 
the caustic alkali solution throughout the 
mixture and render the stock ?re and water 
resisting. 

7. That process of making a ?re and Water 
resisting ?berboard~ stock, which is charac-v 
terized by treating vegetable matter with a 
solution of caustic soda so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel 
lulose in water; treating the‘mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; and adding a metallic salt to the mix 

' ture at some time during the process to pre 
cipitate the vegetable material dissolved in 
the caustic soda solution throughout the 
mixture to render the stock ?re and water 
resisting. ' 

8. That process of making a ?re and water 
resisting ?berboard stock,_which is charac 
terized by treating vegetable material with 
a solution of caustic alkali so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel 
lulose in water; treating the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 
state; and adding a metallic salt to the mix 
ture at some time during the process, to pre 
cipitate the vegetable material dissolved in 
the caustic alkali solution, said precipitate 
and the undissolved vegetable material being 
distributed throughout the mixture and ren 
dering the stock ?re and water resisting. 

9. That process of making a, ?re and water 
resisting‘ ?berboard stock, which is charac 

. terized by treating vegetable material with a 
,solution of caustic alkali so as partially to 
dissolve said material; mixing the solution 
and residue thus obtained with ?brous cel 
lulose in water; beating out the mixture thus 
obtained to reduce the ?brous cellulose and 
other solid matter therein to a ?nely divided 

state; and adding aluminum sulfate to the 
mixture at some time during the process, to 
precipitate the vegetable material dissolved 
in the caustic alkali solution. said precipitate 
and the undissolved vegetable material being 
distributed throughout the stock and render 
ing the same ?re and water resisting. 

10. That process of making a ?re and 
Water resisting ?berboard stock, which is 
characterized by treating vegetable material 
With a suitable solvent so as partially to dis 
solve said material; mixing the solution‘ and 
undissolved residue thus obtained with 
?brous cellulose in water; treating the mix 
ture thus obtained to reduce the‘ ?brous cel 
lulose and other solid matter therein to a 
?nely divided state; and adding a metallic 
salt to the mixture at some time during the 
process to precipitate the vegetable material 
dissolved in the solvent, said precipitate and 
the undissolved residue of vegetable material 
being distributed throughout the mixture 
and rendering the stock ?re and water re 
sisting. 

11. As an article of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
?brous cellulose and alkali treated vegetable 
material reduced to a ?nely divided state 
and thoroughly mixed together and having 
also thoroughly intermingled therewith a 
precipitate obtained by treating a solution 
of apart of the vegetable material in a 
caustic alkali with a metallic salt. 

‘12. As anoarticle of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
?brous cellulose and vegetable material that 
has been treated with a solution of caustic 
alkali partially to dissolve said vegetable 
material, the ?brous cellulose and undis 
solved residue of vegetable material being 
reduced to a ?nely divided state and thorw 
oughly mixed and having thoroughly inter 
mingled therewith a precipitate obtained by 
treating the caustic alkali solution of vegc~ 
table material with a metallic salt. , 

13. As an article of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
?brous cellulose and vegetable material that 
has been treated with a solution of caustic 
alkali partially to dissolve the same, the 
?brous cellulose and undissolved residue of 
Vegetable material being reduced to a ?nely 
divided state and‘ thoroughly mixed and 
having thoroughly intermingled therewith 
a precipitate obtained by treating the caustic 
alkali solution of vegetable material with 
aluminum sulfate. 

14.‘ As an article of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
a suitable ?berboard , stock and vegetable 
material that has been treated with a solu 
tion of caustic alkali partially to dissolve 
the same, said ?berboard stock and undis 
solved residue of vegetable material being 
reduced to a ?nely divided state and thor 
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oughly mixed and having thoroughly inter— 
mingled therewith a precipitate obtained by 
treating the caustic alkali solution of vege 
table material with a metallic salt. 

15. As an article of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
?brous‘cellulose andvegetable material that 
has been treated with a suitable solvent 
partially to dissolve saidivegetable material, 
the ?brous cellulose and undissolved residue 
of vegetable material being reduced to a 
?nely divided state and thoroughly mixed 
and having thoroughly intermingled there 
with a precipitate obtained by treating the 
solution ‘of vegetable material with a 
metallic salt. 

16. As an article of manufacture, a ?re 
and water resisting ?berboard comprising 
suitable ?berboard stock and vegetable ma 
terial that has been treated with a suitable . 
solvent partially to dissolve said vegetable 
material, the ?berboard stock and undis~ 
solved residue of vegetable material being 
reduced to a ?nely divided state and thor— 

‘ oughly mixed and having thoroughly 1nter~ 
mingled therewith a precipitate obtained 
by treating the solution of vegetable ma 
terial with a metallic salt. 

1?. That process of making ?re and water 
resisting ?berboard, which is characterized 
by treating approximately 300 to 500 pounds 

. of vegetable material with substantially 300 
gallons of a relatively weak solution of 
caustic alkali so as partially to dissolve said 

' material; mixing the solution and undis 
solved residue thus obtained With approxi 
mately 1000 pounds of ?brous cellulose or 
othensuitable ?berboard stock; treating the 
mixture thus obtained to reduce the solid 
matter to a ?nely divided state; forming 

menace 
the stock thus obtained into sheets; treating 
said sheets; and adding approximately 50 
to 75 pounds of a metallic salt at some time 
previous to forming the stock into sheets, 
to precipitate the vegetable material dis 
solved in the caustic alkali solution through 
out the mixture. . 

18. That process of making stock for a 
?re- and watenresisting ?ber-board, which 
is characterized by partially dissolving 
vegetable material in a suitable solvent; 
mixing the solution and residue thus ob 
tained with a suitable ?brous stock; treat 
ing the mixture thus obtained, to reduce 
the solid matter therein to a relatively 
?nely divided state; and at some time dur 
ing the process treating the solution of vege 
table material with a suitable precipitant 
to precipitate said vegetable material 
throughout the mixture, to render the pro 
duct ?re- and water-resisting. 

19. A stock for the manufacture of a ?re 
and Water-resisting ?ber-board, comprising 
a suitable ?brous stock and a partial solu 
tion of vegetable material in a suitable sol 
vent, said ?brous stock and the dissolved 
vegetable material being reduced to a rela 
tively ?nely divided state and thoroughly 
mixed, and having thoroughly intermingled 
therewith a precipitate to render the ?n- , 
ished ?ber-board tire and water-resisting, 
obtained by treating the solution of vege 
table material With a suitable precipitant. 

In testimony whereof, l have signed my 
name to this speci?catiomyin the presence 
of two subscribing witnesses. 

ALBERT l1. CLAPP. 
Witnesses: 

JAMES R. HODDER, 
HAROLD J. CLARK. 
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